
Welcome to Advisory!
October 10, 2018



Let’s review: Purpose of Advisory

We care about West students

and your success!



Learning Targets

Today in Advisory we will:

● Connect with each other
● Consider the consequences of sexting
● Collaborate with other students to improve reading skills
● Review school activities we can participate in
● Evaluate how today’s information contribute to an EPIC 

school



Silent Communication: Line Up!

Without Talking (but bring a piece of paper and pen):

1. Line up according to birthdate: oldest to youngest
2. Partner up
3. On your paper (silently) look at your partner and list 

everything you THINK you MIGHT have in common with 
each other (2 minutes).

4. Compare notes (Yes, you can talk!)
a. Were you close? Can you revise your lists?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xG2aJa6UyY


Debrief

● How can this type of activity improve the culture at West? 
● Are we more similar or more different from each other? 
● When is silence helpful? 
● When is it not helpful?



You talked and we listened

Juniors’ ideas about improving culture at West:

Better 
Assemblies!

We are improving the 
sound system in the 
gym and we gave your 
ideas to leadership 
team!

What happened 
to 

announcements?
We are putting together 
a clear system for 
announcements on our 
website AND YouTube 
announcements are in 
your future!

What’s up with 
advisory?

All SK HS have 
advisory - some 2x a 
week! It improves 
culture, attendance, 
and success rates.



But some things are out of our control

Bond measure will 
improve parking, but 
not for quite a few 
years.

Advice:
● Walk, run, bike
● Carpool
● Take the bus



Wristbands at dances

We will take those away 
when YOU dance as if 
Granny were there!



Share your ideas!

Our administration has 
an open door policy. 
You’re welcome to 
share your 
suggestions!



HB 856

WHY?
● Illegal and unethical behavior during teen years can lead 

to BIG problems down the road
● Harassment and bullying contribute to problems with 

depression and anxiety
● We are an institute of LEARNING!



What’s wrong with sexting?
https://watch.opb.org/video/should-teen-sexting-be-a-crime-kob7t1/

Click on me!

https://watch.opb.org/video/should-teen-sexting-be-a-crime-kob7t1/


Talk with a partner                

1. Even without the risk of sexting laws, why is sexting “risky 
business”?

2. How can sexting be considered non consensual 
pornography?

3. Why do you think sexting leads to an increase in teen 
suicide?

4. Which is better: 8 hours of sexting education or 15 years 
in prison?



Preparing to read: “New Teen Sexting Data” and “Sexting and 
the Law of Unintended Consequences” - Do this for both 
articles today.

1. Number paragraphs
2. Underline main claim
3. On the bottom: I agree with this claim because ________.
4. On the bottom: I disagree with the idea in paragraph ___ 

because ____________________________________.



Jigsaw Activity- you are the expert!

Purpose: To dig deeper into a section of text and to 
collaborate with others.

Overview: You will become an expert of one section of the 
two articles. Your expert group, after some time to prepare, 
will share with others the important ideas you find; your group 
will determine the bits of information others hear about.



Jigsaw- Step I- Prep work

Divide up into 4 letter categories (A, B, C, D)

Write your assigned letter next to the designated section of the article:

A. New Teen Sexting Data (paragraphs 1-4)

B. New Teen Sexting Data (paragraphs 5-8)

C. Sexting and the Law of Unintended Consequences (paragraphs 1-3)

D. Sexting and the Law of Unintended Consequences (paragraphs 4-6)

Write your letter on the article and graphic organizer!
Mark the section of the article you are going to closely read!



Jigsaw- Step 1: Individual prep work
Read your section and review main ideas from your first reading of this article. Underline 
other pieces of information that may be important this time in your reading.

What the writer says: Along the left hand margin, summarize each paragraph you 
re-read - bullet points are fine. Some ideas to help guide your thinking:

What is this section about?

What is the author saying?

What is the content?

What did I learn from this paragraph?

What information is being presented?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ASKMcdCc3g


Continue individual prep work

What they do: Along the right hand side of the margin, explain what the author 

did to make their point (“author moves”).  Some ideas to help guide your 

thinking: 

Giving an example…

Listing or Interpreting data…

Sharing an anecdote/story…

Summarizing research…

Reflecting on a process…

Contrasting one idea to another…

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ASKMcdCc3g


Jigsaw- Step 2- Find your letter group!

Put your desks together to form your letter groups: All As together, all Bs 

together, etc.

Share-out Sheet: Collaborate to complete

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ASKMcdCc3g


Jigsaw Step 3: Put your information together!

Step 3: Take your article and graphic organizer and create a new group that has at 
least 1 A, 1 B, 1 C, and 1 D.

B

C

D

A
B

A

● Take turns 
sharing 
information 
from the 
section you 
re-read.

● Record new 
information on 
your sheet

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ASKMcdCc3g


Jigsaw Step 3: Record Your Learning
Step 3 - Your learning: What did I personally take away from these articles that were 
shared with me today?



Jigsaw: Step 4

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xTczn5RUgnk


We love our EPIC high school!

EFFORT

PRIDE

INTEGRITY

COURTESY



How do EPIC and Sexting go together in regards to 
appropriate school behavior?

Technology/Phone behavior that contributes to a healthy 
West Salem High School:

E P I C
Effort Pride Integrity Courtesy


